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INTRODUCTION

When I was 10 years old, I began playing 

an instrument that is unfamiliar to 

the average American. Many times, 

I described my oboe as “the one that looks like 

Squidward’s clarinet.” I consequently grew up 

shuffling music by my favorite singer-songwriters, 

like John Mayer, with my favorite orchestral 

works, like Mozart’s Oboe Concerto in C Major. 

Even though I hold the orchestral genre up to the 

same value and intrigue as my favorite pop tunes, 

many of my peers view classical as “boring.” The 

symphony hall’s heavy focus on 200-year-old pieces 

and the audience’s formal attire is hardly appealing 

to the craft beer-lovers and rock concert-goers of 

my generation. However, we are currently in the 

middle of an entire orchestral movement—a genre 

of living composers who have blended modern pop 

trends with classical tradition. As a young musician 

determined to not let this contemporary classical 

movement die, I imagine: how wonderful would 

it be for orchestral music to be both exciting and 

attractive to the twenty-first century person?

Squidward playing clarinet

Michele age 10, right
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THESIS STATEMENT

This project involved the marketing and 

branding of Neo, a contemporary classical 

music festival that features performances 

and panels of living composers within an outdoor, 

casual atmosphere. This was accomplished 

through extension research into the contemporary 

classical genre, the 21st-century pop and classical 

music industries, music festivals, a target market, 

branding, and design. The results include a brand 

identity, collateral and promotional material, user 

experience design, web and social media design, 

and advertising.

Concert In the Park, Frisco, Colorado



METHODOLOGY

Descriptive research, or qualitative research 

that involves collecting data through 

analyzations and observations, was 

conducted to gather information about marketing, 

branding, music festivals, and contemporary 

classical composers. These sources included 

books, articles, videos, interviews, surveys, and 

observations on the topic of research. 

Books 
Repeating Ourselves: American Minimal Music as 

Cultural Practice by Robert Fink, a musicologist 

and professor at UCLA who researches music 

and culture after 1950, addressed the cultural 

significance of Minimalism, the key composers of 

the movement, and the influence of technology. 

Why Fonts Matter by Sarah Hyndman, graphic 

designer, writer, and founder of the Type Tasting 

studio, discussed the development, purpose, and 

personality of different fonts. 

The Language of Graphic Design: an Illustrated 

Handbook for Understanding Fundamental Design 

Principles by Richard Poulin, writer and co-founder 

of Poulin + Morris Inc., provided further insight into 

the impact and purpose of various design elements. 

Thinking with Type: a Critical Guide for Designers, 

Writers, Editors, and Students by Ellen Lupton, a 

graphic designer, writer, educator, and curator of 

contemporary design at Cooper Hewitt, discussed 

the historical purpose of various typographical 

styles and the best uses of them today.

Articles 
The following articles are from Oxford Music 

Online, or the New Grove Dictionary of Music 

and Musicians, and is sourced from the Oxford 

University Press website: “Classical” by Daniel 

Heartz, a musicologist and professor at UC 

Berkeley, and Bruce Alan Brown, a musicologist 

and professor at USC, address the origin of the 

classical term and the history of the classical period. 

“Minimalism” by Keith Potter, music professor at 

Goldsmitths, University of London and co-founder 

of Contact: a Journal of Contemporary Music, 

provided the history of the minimalist movement 

and its development up to present day. “Serialism” 

by Paul Griffiths, a British music critic, novelist, and 

librettist, defined the term ‘serialism’ and discusses 

its historical context and development.  “Orchestral 

Music” by Rodney H. Mill, musicologist and author, 

Frank J. Oteri, a New York City-based composer, and 

Susan Feder, Program Officer for the Performing 

Arts for the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, provided 

information about the development of orchestral 

music from 1850 to present day. 

The following article addressed the relationship 

between classical and popular music genres:  

“Classical Music as Popular Music” by James Parakilas, 

a music scholar and professor at Bates College, 

described the history of the term “classical” and 

discusses the development of popular and classical 

genres as separate cultures. “What Is Pop Music? 

The Definition from the 1950s to Today” by Bill Lamb, 

writer for ThoughtsCo., defined popular music in the 

context of the mid-20th century to present day. 

The following articles focused on contemporary 

classical composers: “5 Questions to Marcos Balter” 

by Andrew Tham, contributor at contemporary 

classical music magazine I Care if You Listen, 

interviews contemporary classical composer, 

Marcos Balter, about his influences and musical 

style. “William Brittelle: ‘Loving the Chambered 

Nautilus’ = American Contemporary Music” by 

John Sunier, editor and publisher for Audiophile 

Audition, discusses the electro-acoustic art music of 

American composer, William Brittelle.  “Muhly, Nico” 

by Melanie Feilotter, writer for Grove Music Online, 

provided details about the life and musical style of 

composer Nico Muhly. “Sufjan Stevens, Nico Muhly, 

Bryce Dessner, and James McAlister – Planetarium” 

by Kayleigh Hughes, contributor at Consequence of 

Sound magazine,  reviewed the musical elements of 

the collaborative Planetarium album.

The following articles provided analytical 

information relating to the target market and/

or music industry: “Experience Seekers” by The 

Audience Agency, an England and Wales based 

company with consultancy and research services for 

arts and cultural organizations, provided information 

about the tendencies of experience seekers. 

“History of Classical Music - Eras” by Naxos Records 

provided a timeline of music history from 1150-1920.  

“The New Classical Music Experience” by Andrew 

Goldstein, contributor at The Huffington Post and 

Co-founder of Emerald City Music, addresses the 

public’s perception of the classical music scene. 

“Amazon’s ‘Mozart in the Jungle’ Bridges the 

Generational—and Artistic—Gap” by Ashley Steves, 

contributor at Observer magazine, discusses the 

influence of ‘Mozart in the jungle’ TV series on the 

public’s perception of classical music. “Classical 

Music Public Radio – Facts & Figures” by Edison 

Research gave statistics on the classical music radio 

statistics. “Classical Core Values” by George Bailey, 

PhD, Associate Professor of Journalism and Mass 

Communication at the University of Wisconsin 

addressed the affects of classical music on listeners. 

“Live Music Matters” by Simon Frith,  Professor of 

Music at the University of Edinburgh, discusses the 

economic and cultural values of live music. “Wine 

Consumer Segmentation Slide Handbook” by the 

Wine Market Council provided data about wine 

drinkers that parallel with the target market for 

festival goers. “The Best US Cities For Music Lovers” 

by Jessica Dawdy, contributor for the global hyper-

growth startup Culture Trip, explored the twelve 

cities with prominent music scenes. 

09Methodology
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The following articles provided information about 

marketing and branding: “The Evolving Brand Logic: 

a Service-Dominant Logic Perspective” by Michael 

A. Merz, Yi He, and Stephen L. Vargo, contributors 

for the Journal of the Academy of Marketing 

Science, discussed the significance of a service-

dominant brand. “Why Branding Is Important in 

Marketing” by Laura Lake, writer for The Balance, 

provided insight on the importance and purpose 

of having a brand. “How to Use Snapchat For An 

Events and Why You Should” by Rachel Grate, 

contributor at Eventbrite, addressed the values 

of using snapchat for user experience marketing. 

“The Importance of Stage Design” by Alexandros 

Papaioannou, Global PR and Content Manager for 

MCI Live, explored how stage design can enhance 

the audience’s experience. “Conceptualizing the 

Management and Consumption of Live Music in 

Urban Space” by 

Steve Oakes 

and Gary 

Warnaby, writers for Marketing Theory, addressed 

the effects of live music on urban spaces. “Using 

Collateral to Build a Brand” by Ginger Conlon, chief 

editor and marketing alchemist at MKTGinsight, 

emphasized the importance of collateral and 

promotional material in brand development. “A 

Model of Brand Awareness and Brand Attitude 

Advertising Strategies” by Larry Percy and John 

R. Rossiter, writers for Psychology and Marketing 

journal, discussed the brand’s role in the consumer’s 

purchase and perception. “8 Reasons Why 

Marketing Collateral Still Matters” by Gal Borenstein, 

CEO & Digital Branding and Strategic Marketing 

Expert, provided isight on the benefits of collateral 

material to a brand. “7 Reasons Why Social Media 

Is an Absolute Must for Business Branding” by Velly 

Angelova, Marketing Manager at Puzl, addressed 

social media’s role in brand development and 

awareness. “The Importance Of Responsive Web 

Design” by Jessica Jones, writer for Digital Next, 

discussed the benefits of successful user interface 

for a company. 

The following articles include information about 

advertising: “What Makes a Good Ad?” by Nick 

White, President of Marketing Epic, dissected the 

elements that create strong advertising campaigns. 

“How Do You Google? New Eye Tracking Study 

Reveals Huge Changes” by Robert Hof, contributor 

for Forbes Magazine, provided data about the 

tendencies of internet users.  “Targeted Online 

Advertising: Using Reciprocity Appeals to Increase 

Acceptance Among Users of Free Web Services” 

by Jan H. Schumann, Florian von Wangenheim, & 

Nicole Groene, writers for Journal of Marketing, 

described the benefits, disadvantages, and effects 

of targeted online  “An Explosion in Global Music 

Consumption Supported by Multiple Platforms” by 

IFPI, a non-profit international record organization 

in Switzerland, provided statistics about digital 

music revenues.

The following articles provided information about 

design considerations: “Why Classical Music is 

Yellow: a Color and Sound Association Study” by 

Margiori Tsiounta, Michael Staniland, and Marianne 

Patera, from the School of Computing, Science 

and Engineering, University of Salford, reflected on 

the results of a study in which individuals paired 

colors and descriptors with different music genres. 

“Color Theory for Designers, Part 1: The Meaning of 

Color” by  Cameron Chapman, writer for Smashing 

Magazine, discussed the psychology of color in 

design. “18 Examples of Music Festival Branding 

Trends in 2018” by Keir Dubois, from Tight Ship 

Design firm, discussed the branding trends of 2018 

popular music festivals. “Vinyl Records Are Still 

Enjoying Double-Digit Growth — Up 19.2% In 2018” 

by Marsha Silva, contributor for Digital Music News, 

gave insight on the revival of records in today’s 

culture.

Interviews 
An interview with a university professor and music 

theorist (Farren, Interview A) provided information 

about overlaps between classical and popular 

cultures, composers, and musicians, the impact 

of music streaming, and ways to improve today’s 

classical music venues. A second interview with a 

university professor and composer of both popular 

and classical music (Farren, Interview B) provided 

further insight into the classical and popular music 

industries, discussed how artists are overlapping 

musical styles, and gave a personal account of 

personal marketing and promotion as a composer. 

Videos 
Youtube videos of interviews with contemporary 

classical composers were watched to gain an 

understanding of the composers’ opinions and 

how they articulate their music styles. “Bryce 

Dessner (The National) - St. Carolyn by the Sea 

(Trailer)” directed by Deutsche Grammophon, a 

German classical music record label, provided 

an understanding of Bryce Dessner’s life 

and inspirations as a contemporary classical 

composer and rock band guitarist. “Missy Mazzoli: 

Communication, Intimacy, and Vulnerability” 

directed by New Music USA similarly gave insight 

into the life and musical style of contemporary 

classical composer Missy Mazzoli.  “Sarah Kirkland 

Snider: The Full 360” directed by New Music USA, 

a new music 

organization, 

included excerpts 

of Sarah Kirkland 

Snider’s pieces and 

quotes about the challenges 

she faces as a composer writing 

between the classical and popular worlds. 

“Interview with Sufjan Stevens, Bryce Dessner, Nico 

Muhly: NPR Music” directed by NPR Music provided 

insight into the value of collaborative work between 

popular and classical artists. 

Surveys 
A 9 question survey of 105 individuals ranging from 

ages 18-65 was conducted to understand adults’ 

interest in live music venues and their perceptions 

of classical music. The survey was a combination of 

a Likert Scale and Multiple Response survey and is 

included in Appendix B. 

Observations 
Observations were conducted of audiences at 

professional level symphony orchestra concerts, 

including Fort Worth Symphony Orchestra, Chicago 

Symphony Orchestra, and Dallas Symphony 

Orchestra. Observations were also made at pop 

concerts to provide an understanding of the 

contrasts between symphony and pop concert 

audiences. The two events attended were the 

American electronica artist, Owl City, in the House 

of Blues venue in Dallas TX, and the 2017 Austin 

City Limits Music Festival in Zilker Metropolitan Park 

in Austin, TX.  
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RESEARCH RESULTS 

The research results led to valuable 

information related to the history of 

contemporary classical music, advertising 

and marketing most frequently used in 21st century 

pop and classical music festivals, the specific target 

market for the event, and design considerations for 

creating brand, collateral, and advertising.  

Background Information
‘Classical’ as a General Term
For decades, a separation has existed between 

the formal classical music genre and the casual 

popular music genre. Before the nineteenth 

century, music institutions, such as conservatories, 

orchestras, music publishers, and journals, devoted 

their efforts to promoting the current and popular 

compositions of their time. However, in the 1800s, 

music institutions desired to “[perpetuate] a 

classical repertoire” (Parakilas) . These institutions 

adopted the word ‘classic’ to describe the greatest 

repertoire within the orchestral genre. According to 

musicologist James Parakilas, “the idea of classical 

[repertoire] is that certain old works should be kept 

ever-popular, ever-present, ever-new.” Orchestral 

programming in the late nineteenth century 

included a combination of both the ‘old classics’ 

and the new works of their time. However, most 

orchestras today leave out new compositions and 

perform primarily the classical repertoire, which 

includes the “‘Viennese classics’ composed by 

Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven” (Heartz and Brown). 

Parakilas also notes the difference in Classical 

versus new orchestral music performers. Whereas 

Classical-music performers “concentrate on the 

few great masters of each period, […] new-music 

performers aim to give many composers of one 

period their due” (Parakilas). The term ‘new music’ 

does not refer to popular music but the most recent 

classical works. Bill Lamb, writer for ThoughtsCo., 

defines popular music as “the music since 

industrialization in the 1800’s that is most in line 

with the tastes and interests of the urban middle 

class.” Additionally, Interviewee B describes popular 

music as pop music as “something that’s consumed 

by the masses, mainstream film and television.”

Minimalism
Despite the differences between classical and 

popular performances, there is a history of 

classically-trained musicians breaking down these 

barriers. The 1960-70s American music movement, 

known as Minimalism, is an excellent example. 

Minimalism refers to a style of music composition 

that incorporates “intentionally simplified rhythmic, 

melodic, and harmonic vocabulary” (Potter). 

Whereas the modernist styles that preceded it 

incorporated dissonant harmonies and complex 

formulas, minimalism builds on simple motifs and 

“explore[s] a pluralism freed from the shackles of 

earlier certainties” (Potter). 

The pioneers of musical minimalism include four 

American composers who were born between 

1935-1937. La Monte Young (b. 1935), Terry Riley 

(b. 1935), Steve Reich (b. 1936), and Philip Glass 

(b. 1937) are not only categorized together 

for their compositional style but also for their 

rejection of Serialism, the music academy that was 

a significant part of the preceding musical era. 

Austrian-American composer Arnold Schoenberg 

(1874-1951) created Twelve-Tone Serialism in 1921, 

which is a “method of composition in which a fixed 

permutation, or series, of elements is referential” 

(Griffiths). More so, the serialist approach created 

mathematically precise patterns, but failed to 

appeal to the average music listener.

According to Mill, Oteri, and Feder, “while 

minimalism has been one of the most important 

new styles in American music, it has evolved largely 

outside the orchestra” and the music academy 

(Grove Music Online). The two countercultures that 

arose as a reaction to the music academy were 

1960s California, where Riley built his career, and 

the “downtown Manhattan scene of the 1960s-70s,” 

where Young, Reich, and Glass belonged (Potter). 

These two cultures placed a major emphasis on 

breaking down walls between music genres and 

art forms. For instance, Reich wrote a minimalist 

piece entitled Music for 18 Musicians which 

captures a traditional art music style but can also 

relate to listeners with popular elements (Farren, 

Interview A). Rather than performing in concert 

halls, they often perform in casual spaces like 

bars and garages. They also created and led their 

own ensembles, which differs from the traditional 

commissioned composer and symphony orchestra 

performance (Fink). 

In addition to stylistic approach and unconventional 

performance space, all four composers have 

continued to maintain a balance between 

performance, composition, and collaborations with 

other art forms. For instance, Young played the 

clarinet and saxophone with major jazz icons, Riley 

and Glass are pianists, and Reich is a percussionist. 

Another common element among these composers 

is their desire to travel and seek inspiration from 

other cultures; they have spent time in various 

cultural centers around the globe, including North 

Africa, India, Ghana, Spain, and Paris. 

Post-minimalism
Composers who incorporated minimalist qualities 

in the 1970s and 80s disliked the minimalist label 

and, therefore, distanced themselves from the term. 

The English Experimental Music school arose during 

this decade and created hybrids of minimalism with 

other genres. According to a university professor 

and music theorist, the 20th century became a 

multiplistic time with lots 

of multiple styles 

developing 

at once 

“While minimalism 
has been one of the 
most important new 
styles in American 
music, it has evolved 
largely outside 
the orchestra” 
Rodney H. Mill, Frank J. Oteri, & Susan Feder

Baroque Classsical Romantic Modernism

Jazz Age Minimalism

Contemporary
Post-minimalism

Rock & Pop

1600 1750 1830 1920 1960-80 Present
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(Farren, Interview A). The “insistent pulse of rock” 

became a major influence to composers like 

Americans Glenn Branca (b. 1948), Rhys Chatham 

(b. 1951), and Michael Gordon (b. 1957)” (Potter).  

 

Late 20th and 21st-century music continue to be 

inspired by the 1960s minimalist movement. A 

new genre arose that is often referred to as post-

minimalism, which places an emphasis on harmonic 

progression and incorporates a stronger narrative 

development over longer periods of time (Potter). 

Many 20th and 21st-century American composers 

incorporate post-minimalism into their work, 

including the minimalist founders who are still alive 

and composing today. For example, Reich began his 

career writing pure process music. But today, he is 

much more hands-on in his compositional approach 

(Farren, Interview A). 

Contemporary Classical
Contemporary classical composers in the 21st 

century are influenced by classical repertoire as 

well as the popular genres of the mainstream music 

industry. According to Interviewee B, a composer 

of both classical and popular music styles, “people 

who have experienced a collage of different musical 

sounds are […] going to use those sounds in their 

musical creations.” For instance, several of Julia 

Wolfe’s (b. 1959) works are inspired by rock music, 

specifically her sextet Lick (1994), which was 

inspired by the style of Led Zeppelin. Since these 

composers write hybrids of various styles, many 

of them are not interested in categorizing their 

work into a specific genre. Marcos Balter (b.1974) 

describes his own work by stating, “it matters 

little to me if it sounds like it belongs to a specific 

trend” (icareifyoulisten). In addition, Interviewee B 

wishes there was less definition of genre and that 

“these overclassification of styles takes away from 

the music.” According to Daniel Stephen Johnson 

from Chamber Music Magazine, Balter’s music is 

“part minimalist meditation [and] part spectralist 

experiment.” Similar to the unconventional 

MINIMALISMNEO-ROMANTICISM

Philip Glass

An intentionally simplified rhythmic,
melodic, and harmonic vocabulary; 
began 1960s; antidote to modernism

SCULPTURE/PAINTING = slender + simple; 
right angle, square, cube; prefabricated 
materials + industrial  colors creates 
flatness; eliminates metaphor

Artists = Stella, Donald Judd, 
Robert Morris, Richard Serra, 
Carl Andre

• (b. 1937, Maryland); 
   Jewish Emigrant family
• 1960-70s “downtown” Manhattan
• Muhly mentor

• (b. 1935, raised in Idaho + LA)
• 1960-70s “downtown” Manhattan

• (b. 1936, raised in NYC + CA)
• 1960-70s “downtown” Manhattan
• “Music for 18 musicians” * 

• (b. 1935)
• 1960s California counterculture

Terry RileySteve Reich

Musical StyleABC

ABC

KEY

• b. 1940-1990, African American composer
• political post-minimalist music
• first to combine minimalism w/ pop
• piano + composition @ Curtis SOM
• Muhly’s musical influence 

Julius Eastman

• b. 1981; American
• Influences = American minimalism + 
Anglican choral tradition
• Studied w/ Corigliano + Rouse
• editor + conductor for Philip Glass
• “Planetarium” (2017) song cycle — 
composed w/ McAlister,  Stevens, + Dessner 
• Collaborated with Bjarnason + Mazzoli 
on Sirota’s Baroque Album 

• Minimalist style
• Works: How to Fake Your Death, Invisible Divide, 
• True Love, Asleep / Oh Darling (2013)
(San Fermin and Colorado Music Festival Orchestra)
• musical assistant for Nico Muhly
(after 2011 Yale graduation) 
• Happiness Will ruin this place 1:58 (San Fermin) 
- cool spot for promo video? 

Ellis Ludwig-Leone

• drummer in LA (+ composer, engineer, keyboardist,+ producer)
• originally drummer for Ester Drang (Indie rock band)
• works with + close friend of Sufjan Stevens
• “Planetarium”(2017) song cycle — composed w/ 
Muhly, Stevens, + Dessner

James McAlister

• AKA Doveman; American singer, pianist and producer
• b. 1981
• Collaborated with Muhly, Stevens, + Dessner

Thomas Bartlett

• b. 1959; post-minimalist + cross-cultural 
(classical, avant-garde, jazz)
• clarinet + bass clar. solo performer
• studied @ Eastman, Yale + UC Berkeley w/  Joseph
Schwantner, Martin Bresnick, & Gerard Grisey
• clarinetist of Bang on a Can All Stars
• symphony orchestras, wind ensembles, chamber,
solo works, uses electronics sometimes
• Dessner’s teacher @ Yale

Evan Ziporyn

• b. 1976; composer + guitarist/writer for The National
• classical guitar + composition @ Yale 
• Mentee/ student of Martin Bresnick + Evan Ziporyn
• originally played flute as a kid
• “draw on elements from Baroque + folk music, 
late Romanticism + modernism, + minimalism” (wiki) 
• writes orchestral, chamber, voice, + film
• Founder of MusicNOW festival
• co-founder of Copenhagen's HAVEN festival
• Commissioned for a TON for professional 
symphony’s + chamber groups
•  Worked w/ Reich, Muhly, Glass, Lang, Bang on a 
Can All Stars, Bon Iver, Jonny Greenwood (Radiohead)
• “Planetarium” (2017) song cycle — composed w/ 
Muhly,  Stevens, + McAlister   

Bryce Dessner

• b. 1975; American Singer-songwriter; multi-track recording 
• Indie folk, chamber pop, baroque pop, indie rock, 
electronica, avant-garde folk, lo-fi folk (wiki)
• plays the oboe + Cor Anglais 
(often overdubs both instruments on his albums) 
• “Planetarium”(2017) song cycle — composed w/ 
Muhly, Dessner, + McAlister   

Sufjan Stevens

La Monte Young

Holy Minimalism

Henryk Górecki Arvo Pärt

• 1990s European Composers
• spiritual/religious approach

• (b. 1933); Polish
• Contemporary Classical

• (b. 1935); Estonian
• invented tintinnabuli technique

John Tavener

• (1944-2013); English
• earliest music influenced by 
  Stravinsky + Messiaen

both indie-rock band leaders/ writers
+ contemporary classical composers

Both use rhythm to mimic 
English speech + voice

• 1938-present
• ‘American composer who drew from eclectic 
influences to create music that was generally tonal, 
accessible, and often highly expressive
• Nico Muhly’s teacher
• huge range of style = Red Violin vs. Circus Maximus
• instrumentation = ranges from full orchestra to 
small chamber groups/ concertos   

Related Composers

Pioneers of genre

Contemporary Classical
Composers/ Musicians

Musical Movement

John Corigliano
• 1957-present; American
•  modernism, minimalism, and rock
• post-minimalist or totalist (wikipedia)
• Founder of Bang on a Can
• Snider’s Teacher   

David Lang

• 1949-present; American Neoromantic composer
• “America’s most truthful and characteristic 
post-9/11 composer” (ArtsJournal) = a composer 
who truly experienced the before/after of 9/11
• Teacher to Muhly and Snider
• integrate tonal and non-tonal harmonic worlds
• works: some completely atonal, others tonal
• Quotes other composers' works 
(like hisSymphony No. 1(1986) incorporates 
Bruckner and Shostakovich)

Christopher Rouse

• 1958-present; American
• classical music, rock, jazz, folk, and pop
• lately writes about American history + labor rights
(paw.princeton.edu article)
• Choral Works (Anthracite Fields)
• “classical forms are recharged by the repetitive 
patterns of minimalism and the driving energy of 
rock." (Wall Street Journal)
• Lick = based on funk music

Julia Wolfe

• b. 1962; American composer
• neoromantic, minimalism
• 1960s rock influence (Beatles, Simon+Garfunkel)
• pitch + rhyhthm = mimic speech patterns
• writes a TON of music for orchestral, opera, solo, etc.
• Miguel Harth-Bedoya conducted her 
Cold Mountain Opera! 
 

Jennifer Higdon

• b. 1982; American violinist, singer, composer
• went to Rice + Yale for violin; PhD @ Princeton
for composition  
• folksie, sometimes minimalistic sound, pizzicatos
• Acted as herself isn Mozart in the Jungle
• Member of Roomful of Teeth
• Collaborated with Kanye West
• Collaborated with The National (Bressner)
• huge focus on human voice (makes voices mimic 
typical roles of instruments w/ layering, rhythm, 
articulation, etc.)
• prefers the label ‘musician’ over composer
• orchestral works + violin 
 

Caroline Shaw

• American violist; broadcaster/ interviewer
• daughter of Robert Sirota (composer/ conductor)
• founder Meet the Composer podcast (interviewed Shaw)
• has recorded with Muhly, Greenstein, Balter, Mazzoli,
Lang, Bjarnason  
• Acted as herself/ wrote for in Mozart in the Jungle
• Tessellatum project (w/ Donnacha Dennehy composer 
+ Steven Mertens animator)
 

Nadia Sirota
• b. 1980; Composer + pianist
• chamber, orchestral, opera
• teachers:  David Lang, Louis Andriessen, 
Aaron Jay Kernis, Martin Bresnick, Martijn Padding, 
+ John Harbison
• Acted as/ wrote for herself in Mozart in the Jungle
• Wrote for Roomful of Teeth
• Collabed with Bjarnason + Muhly on Sirota’s 
Baroque Album  
 

Missy Mazzoli

• b. 1979; Iceland composer + conductor
• combines electronic + classical
• Lots of commissioned work by LA Phil
• Has written for Nadia Sirota  
• Collabed with Missy Mazzoli + Nvuhly 
on Sirota’s Baroque Album 
 

Daníel Bjarnason

• b. 1974 Brazil; now is American classical composer
• pianist
• spectralism, post-minimalism, complex rhythms
• solo instruments, electroacoustic, chamber, and 
orchestral 
• Worked with Nadia Sirota   
 

Marcos Balter

• b. 1950; American; contemporary classical
• Founder of American Composers Forum
• Grew up singing Gregorian Chant 
• studied w/ Dominick Argento, Paul Fetler + Eric Stokes
• rhythms used = root from American language
• opera, orchestral, band, choral, vocal
• strong female figure in classical music; feminist 

Libby Larsen

• 1980s?-present; American
•  chamber, orchestral, and choral music
• indie-rock, popular musical idioms, 
classical chamber music forms/ instrumentation.
• Co-director of New Amsterdam Records with 
Judd Greenstein + William Brittelle
• Teachers: Rouse, Bresnick, Kernis, Lang

Sarah Kirkland Snider

David del Tredeci Ellen Taaffe Zwilich

• return to emotional expression
• tonality; forms of 19th cent. Romanticism

• (b. 1937-present); American
• friends with Aaron Copland
• wrote modernist music at first?
• rock + folk influence

Martin Bresnick

• (b. 1946-present); American
• “concise and direct in expression” (wikipedia)
• writes mostly chamber ensemble music
•  “It can be knotty and atonal at one juncture, 
lushly harmonic the next.” (Joshua Kosman, review)
• “Romantic melody, minimalist phase patterns”
(Joshua Kosman, review)
• Teacher to Snider, Bressner, + Ziporyn 
• sounds very experimental

Aron Jay Kernis

• (b. 1960-present); American
• “neo-romantic intensity with exuberant 
imagination” (wikipedia)
• musical style = gentle, soft, melancholy
• orchestral, chamber, chorus, solo piano
• Snider’s Teacher

• (b. 1924-2015); American
• wrote about culture + people 
(Marilyn Monroe, Eleanor Roosevelt)
• small - large scale choral and orchestral
• Snider’s Teacher
• wrote for neglected instruments 
(bassoon + viola)
• atonal + tonal combo = modern sound

Dominick Argento

• b. 1927; American composer
• lyric operatic + choral music
• Larsen’s Teacher

Paul Fetler

• b. 1920; American composer
• sacred + secular choral, orchestral
• taught by David Van Vactor
• focuses on sublety, richness, and intimacy
• Larsen’s Teacher

Eric Stokes

• 1930-1999; American composer
• opera
• influences: Charles Ives, John Cage, Henry Brant
• Larsen’s Teacher

• (b. 1939); American
• early works = atonal exploration
• late 1980s -now = post-modernist, 
neo-romantic style

George Rochberg

• (1918-2005); American
• composed serialism at first
• his teenage son died = shifted to romantic 
style to express his grief 

Nico Muhly

* * *
* * * *

Ezra Laderman

*Judd Greenstein

• b. 1979; American contemp. classical composer
• indie classical; minimalist classical music w/ 
popular vernaculars (wiki); polymetric; pulse-driven
• Yale grad; studied w/  Bresnick, Kernis, + Laderman
• Co-director of New Amsterdam Records with 
Sarah Kirkland Snider + William Brittelle 
 

William Brittelle

• b. 1977; American composer
• post-genre electro-acoustic music
• ethereal, electronic, rhythmic, postminimalism
• mentee of David Del Tredici, Mike Longo, 
and Richard Lloyd (Punk guitarist) 
• Co-director of New Amsterdam Records with 
Sarah Kirkland Snider + Judd Greenstein
• ‘Loving the Chambered Nautilus’ (2012) = 
banjo, fiddle, flute, indie, minimalistic, electronic

The diagram above provides a brief overview of the 

composers and musicians who have influenced or 

directly contributed to the contemporary classical 

genre. The sources include personal reflects, 

composer websites, Wikipedia pages, and Grove 

Music Online articles.

performance spaces of the four minimalist founders, 

Balter performs his music in casual spaces instead 

of a traditional symphony hall. Johnson describes 

Balter’s work as “written for classical virtuosos [but] 

premiered in […] bar[s]” (marcosbalter.com).   
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Target Market
The target market is a combination of the three 

following groups: experience seekers, festival goers, 

and music lovers.

Experience Seekers
Experience seekers fit within urban arts audiences 

and include adults ranging from young to middle-

aged professionals. According to Gensler, art 

buyers fall into the following categories: “middle 

age, college educated, and female.” The Audience 

Agency describes culture seekers as individuals 

who “engage with culturally specific festivals, jazz, 

video, electronic art and contemporary as well as 

diverse forms of dance.” Because of their desire for 

culture, this group usually lives close to city centers 

for easy access to arts events and are open to 

both mainstream and alternative experiences. They 

are highly engaged and educated and 49% have 

completed higher education. Their social lives are 

often managed through social media and they use 

websites to access information for decision making. 

They have the disposable income available to spend 

on leisurely art activities (The Audience Agency). 

Music Lovers & the Classical Scene

While observing Dallas, Fort Worth, and Chicago 

symphony performances, which included repertoire 

from the Classical (1750-1830) and Romantic 

(1830-1920) eras (Naxos Records), the majority of 

the audience were middle to upper-class patrons 

above middle-age. According to 2008 study by the 

National Endowment for the Arts, “over half of U.S. 

adults participate […] in music (52.6%) and in visual 

arts (51.7%).” However, “approximately 23% of U.S. 

adults participate in the arts, but do not attend.” 

Classical music is not always unappealing to the 

average music listener. Even those who do not listen 

to the classical radio stations regularly show an 

interest in the deep connection that the genre can 

offer. Andrew Goldstein from the Huffington Post 

writes that he appreciates classical music because 

Culture Seekers

Music LoversFestival Goers

Target he otherwise finds few opportunities where he 

can “unplug from [his] busy life and experience 

something deeply personal.” In a survey with 105 

individuals, 21.9% often listen to classical music and 

49.5% occasionally listen to classical music. More so, 

71.4% of participants described classical music as 

beautiful and 41.9% described it as inspiring (Farren, 

Survey A). 

Television series about symphony orchestras, such 

as Amazon’s Mozart in the Jungle, are a “testament 

to this nostalgic connection that people have 

with classical music” (Goldstein). Ashley Stevens 

writes in an Observer article that “classical music, 

often deemed inaccessible and elitist, is being 

represented in the most accessible form” 

through the Mozart and the Jungle series. 

The series incorporates elements of drama, 

comedy, and “an inside look at a creative 

industry” (Stevens), but also emphasizes 

the unity of the orchestra by taking 

the viewer through the rehearsal and 

performance experience. Despite the 

show’s great success, ”only about 10% 

of American adults actually pay money 

to sit in a concert hall and experience 

classical music live” (Goldstein). This 

conflict of interest brings to light a 

weakness in the symphony orchestra 

scene – people do not like the experience 

of listening to live classical music in the 

concert hall. According to a university 

professor and music theorist, a way to improve 

classical music venues is to remove the idea that 

its only for the elite (Farren, Interview A). Rather 

than formal attire and timed applause, a jazz culture 

could be adopted. Interviewee A discussed the 

positive elements of the jazz scene, which allows 

listeners to talk amongst themselves and clap in the 

middle of pieces without feeling like they are being 

offensive.  

In addition to television series, public radio offers a 

convenient way for individuals to listen to orchestral 

music. According to Edison Research, “broadcast 

radio is the major source for music delivery” and its 

the “most used of all audio platforms” (Infinite Dial’s 

“Share of Ear” Q2 – 2017). National AudiGraphics 

from Nielsen Audio found in Fall of 2016 that “nearly 

11 million Americans listen[ed] to classical music 

on public radio each week” and “6.5 million to “all 

classical” stations.” Although these numbers are low 

compared to the 140 million Americans who listen 

to radio weekly, the classical listening audience has 

remained stable over the past four years (Walrus 

Research – National AudiGraphics Fall 2016, Nielsen 

Audio). According to Walrus Research, listeners 

“71.4% of participants 
described classical 
music as beautiful and 
41.9% described it as 
inspiring.”      Farren, Survey A
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seek classical music stations for “stress relief, clarity 

of mind to focus on tasks, and an escape from 

contemporary culture” (Qualitative Research for 

Station Resource Group & PRPD 2002). 

Festival Goers & Live Music
Simon Frith explains that the reason people are 

willing to pay a lot of money to attend a live venue 

is that the “value of music […] remains centered 

in its live experience” (Frith, 4). Music festivals 

have become a major venue in the past decade 

because of their adaption to the shifting consumer 

market. The affordability, live experience, and digital 

outreach of music festivals offer an appealing new 

experience to festival goers. Concert attendees are 

now able to purchase a music festival ticket for the 

same price as many one-band concert tickets. For 

instance, a one day ticket for 2018 Austin City Limits 

music festival sold for $100 each whereas a concert 

ticket to see the band Odesza at The Novo venue 

sells for $160 each minimum (vividseats.com).  

According to Alessandra Giovarruscio, contributor 

at Digital Music News, what sets music festivals 

apart from other venues are the “experience 

of the live performances, pryotechnics, [and] 

entertainment stands […] that many festivals have 

learned to cultivate so much faster than their 

Location
Locations that include 

culture seekers, music lovers, 

and festival goers include 

large, culturally driven cities. 

Jessica Dawdy (writer for 

Culture Trip) describes 

twelve U.S. cities that play 

“important roles in shaping 

various musical genres over 

the decades and continue 

to stand at the forefront of 

the country’s music scene.” 

For instance, Minneapolis, 

Minnesota thrives in both 

the classical music, indie-

rock, and rap scenes while 

offering a range of large 

to small live venues. New 

York City offers a diverse 

music scene with several 

excellent venues, such as 

“jazz at the JALC, classical 

performances at Carnegie 

Hall, or big-name acts at the Radio City Music 

Hall” (Dawdy). Los Angeles, California is known 

for its variety of music genres, which range from 

rap to classical music, and is referred to as the 

music center of the West Coast. More so, many of 

these cities frequently host festivals. 

Los Angeles, California is not only an ideal location 

for culture and live music but is within the California 

wine country. Since 70% of U.S. adults consume 

domestic wine over imported wine (Wine Market 

Council), California provides an ideal location for 

accessibility to local wine and music.

concert-organizing counterparts.” In a survey of 

105 individuals, 62.9% stated that they absolutely 

enjoyed attending live music concerts (Farren, 

Survey A). According to a study by National 

Endowment for the Arts, 81% of festivals in the U.S. 

are music festivals. Additionally, the demographic 

for U.S. festival goers consists of 55% female.  

Wine Drinkers 
There are many parallels between culture seekers 

and wine lovers. According to the Wine Market 

Council, a 2017 study shows that U.S. adults who 

drink wine are 59% female and 70% have a salary 

above 50k, which parallels with female art buyers 

(Gensler) and 

middle-upper class 

culture seekers (The 

Audience Agency). 

More so, 33% of 

wine drinkers are 

Millenials (ages 

23-40) and 36% 

are Baby Boomers 

(ages 53-71), which 

fall within the target 

market of young 

to middle-aged 

professionals.  

The ideal setting for a festival is often the most 

convenient for the target market. According to a 

study by National Endowment for the Arts, 46% of 

festivals occurring in parks or plazas. The time of 

year is a significant factor for a successful music 

festival. The majority of popular music festivals in 

the U.S. range from March through early October, 

are usually located in urban cities, and span in length 

from one to two weekends (Chart B). In contrast, 

classical music festivals occur during summer 

months (late May through early September), which 

is the off-season for most professional symphony 

orchestras (Chart A). They tend to last longer than 

popular music festivals and range from a few weeks 

to two months. Similarly, classical music festivals are 

often located in urban cities. 

Baby Boomer

(53-71)

36%

Generation X

(41-52)

21%

Millenial

(23-40)

33%

iGeneration

(21-22)

3%

Older 

(72+)

Chart A: 2017-18 Classical Music Festivals

Wine Drinkers, Wine Market Council

Chart B: 2017-18 Popular Music Festivals

“The value of music
 remains centered in 
its live experience.” 
Simon Frith,  University of Edinburgh

19Research Results
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Marketing & Promotion
Branding
According to a 2009 article by Michael A. Merz, 

brands have increasingly become more service 

dominant and, therefore, value a “process 

orientation […] rather than an output orientation.” 

More so, the brand value is a continuous co-creation 

process with the customers rather than “unilaterally 

created by the firms and then distributed” (Merz). 

Laura Lake, contributor at The Balance, states that 

a brand decades ago consisted of a “slogan, symbol 

or design, or a combination of these elements.” 

However, today, a brand is considered “the 

perception that a consumer has when they hear or 

think of your company name, service, or product” 

(Lake). Additionally, a company’s brand should be 

perceived by its target audience as a solution to 

their need and exceed competitor services. 

For the audience to know who the company is, 

why it’s valuable, and what they have to offer, it 

is important to integrate brand strategies into 

every aspect of the company’s public appearance. 

According to Laura Lake, “as consumers begin to 

identify with you, your brand will live in the hearts 

and minds of customers, clients, and prospects—

and connect on an emotional level.” 

User Experience
The incorporation of additional festival activities, 

rather than just live music, creates a strong 

consumer experience. According to Dede Flemming 

of Lightning in a Bottle, “people are less likely to 

commit to just a concert or a 100% music-driven 

event [and are] seeking something that they can 

get more out of.” Additional activities and elements 

include food, art, and shopping vendors that offer 

an overall eclectic and interesting experience 

beyond the music alone (Grate). For example, 

Austin City Limits 2017 included a variety of food 

vendors that had signage cohesive with the festival 

brand. In addition, an oversized, outdoor frame 

offered a photo opportunity for individuals to stand 

inside and take photos with the Austin cityscape 

behind them. The photo frame was branded with 

the festival name, which allowed the brand to live on 

through the consumers’ social media posts during 

and after the event. 

The presence of geo filters, or “illustrations […] 

for Snapchat photos that can only be used within 

specific geographies for an event” (Grate), is 

an effective way for users to share the festival 

branding on social media platforms. According to 

Eventbrite research, “Snapchat is the third most 

popular social network at music festivals.” Although 

Snapchat started the trend of posts with temporary 

lifespans, Instagram and Facebook platforms have 

incorporated this into their story feature, which 

make geofilters a great tool for event marketing 

(Grate). 

Stage design is another element that can enhance 

the consumer’s experience by setting the mood 

of the event and reinforcing the festival brand. 

According to Alexandros Papaioannou, Global PR 

& Content Manager for MCI Live, “having a visually 

appealing stage will ensure that audiences’ sight 

senses are activated.” An appealing and cohesive 

stage design can keep the audience’s attention, 

foster interaction, and incorporate branding 

(Papaioannou). For instance, Tennessee art director 

Aaron J. Rayburn describes his stage design for 

festival can widen a local community’s arts 

engagement by providing sound that can be heard 

from bystanders. More so, the “perceptions of 

outdoor music inevitably interact with perceptions 

of urban architecture, each influencing the other, 

culminating in a holistic aesthetic experience” 

(Oakes and Warnaby, 409). 

Observations made at symphony orchestra 

performances consisted of an indoor, fully lit stage 

with dark seating. This indoor scene emphasized the 

stage as the concert’s focal point but did not allow 

an authentic visibility where the audience could 

be seen by the performers. While observing indie, 

pop, and rock concerts at Austin City Limits 2017, 

the outdoor, natural lighting allowed full visibility 

and a more casual, come-and-go atmosphere. A 

face-to-face relationship between on and offstage 

participants strengthened the co-creation of the 

festival and the overall brand. Therefore, an outdoor 

venue is appropriate, as it provides the visibility 

needed to strengthen the audience-performer 

relationship.   

An outdoor venue can also prevent the space from 

becoming stiff or too professional for an audience 

of culture seekers. Today, the symphony concert 

halls are filled with elderly patrons and a niche 

group of orchestral music admirers. There are 

many elements of classical performance tradition 

that are almost foreign to common culture. The 

traditional concert hall etiquette of not clapping 

between movements, a lack of food or drink 

during the performance, and the expectation to 

sit absolutely still without disruption can provide 

an uncomfortable and even hostile environment 

for the foot-tapping, vocal audience of modern 

pop concerts. According to Andrew Goldstein, a 

young viewer might be uninterested in attending 

live classical concerts if they feel that they are “the 

youngest person in the crowd” and are “unsure of 

when to clap.” 

In addition to a casual outdoor venue, the two-tier 

ticket pricing of VIP and General Admission can 

cater to the consumer. According to Rachel Grate, 

contributor at Eventbrite, these pricing options 

“appeal to both the average music fan as well as 

those looking for a VIP 

experience.”  

“As consumers begin 
to identify with you, 
your brand will live in 
the hearts and minds 
of customers, clients, 
and prospects—
and connect on an 
emotional level.”
Laura Lake, writer for The Balance 

“Music is linked to 
values of authenticity, 
self-identity, and 
creativity”
Alexandros Papaioannou, Global PR & Content Manager 

Bonnaroo music festival as “loud, energetic and 

complementary to the melting pot of different 

music genres performed on the stage.” 

Although vendors and additional activities are 

significant to the user experience, a strong live 

music scene contributes greatly to the event’s 

overall success. According to Oakes and Warnaby, 

“music is linked to values of authenticity, self-

identity, and creativity” (408). An outdoor music 
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Collateral & Promotional 
A collateral system is used to reinforce a brand’s 

identity and build brand recognition. According to 

Arnold Wechsler, president of Wechsler & Partners 

Inc., a brand should use enough controlled design 

elements so that “companies can leverage existing 

brand […] equity when introducing something new, 

or help customers to more easily recognize their 

brand […] over time.” The collateral system is an 

opportunity to truly establish the brand’s design 

elements, such as “color palette, layout, imagery, 

text, typography and logo” (Conlon). Despite the 

benefit of profit in collateral material, “purchase 

intention is rarely the direct objective of advertising 

communication strategy” (Percy, Rossiter. 263). 

Instead, the collateral should be used to generate 

the overall attitude and awareness of the brand 

(Percy, Rossiter, 263). 

Collateral material for an outdoor event can 

reach beyond the brand by benefiting the local 

community. According to Oakes and Warnaby, 

“outdoor music in urban environments may benefit 

the local economy by attracting arts patrons from 

outside the area and encouraging them to spend 

money on conveniently available food, drink, and 

retail products” (Oakes and Warnaby 409). More so, 

collateral paired with live music can expand the arts 

engagement in the local community and lead to 

more brand recognition. 

Promotional items sold at music festivals include 

concert posters, album covers, and t-shirts, that 

allow the brand to live on after the event. However, 

promotional items can also be used prior to the 

event through promotional print materials, such as 

mailers or other print advertising. According to Gal 

Borenstein, CEO & Digital Branding and Strategic 

Marketing Expert, “good collateral makes an 

impression, carves out real estate in the prospect’s 

brain, and influences buying decisions.” More so, 

strong collateral communicates the brand’s story 

more effectively than a sales representative can 

(Borenstein). 

Online Presence
An online presence through a responsive website 

and social media profiles allows organizations to 

reach their specific target market and widen their 

brand recognition. According to 2008 study by the 

National Endowment for the Arts, “the vast majority 

of participation in theater and visual arts is through 

attendance, whereas the majority of participation 

in music and dance occurs via electronic media.” In 

order to attract a digitally focused target market 

to attend an event, the brand must meet the 

consumer through technology platforms. With 

665 million daily Facebook users and over 500 

million registered Twitter accounts (Angelova), 

social media marketing is an excellent strategy to 

increase brand awareness. Additionally, an online 

social media presence can boost a company’s 

search engine ranking, leading to greater exposure. 

According to Velly Angelova, Marketing Manager at 

Puzl, social media will “[energize] your PR efforts 

without a huge money and time commitment.”

A responsive website creates page and content 

flexibility across all devices and screen resolutions. 

Easy navigation on smartphones, laptops, desktops, 

and tablets increases the quality of user interface 

and experience, leading to a credible and positive 

perception of the brand. According toJessica Jones, 

writer for Digital Next, “if your customer can access 

your website easily on all platforms, they’re more 

likely to return to you for more business in the 

future.”

“Good collateral 
makes an impression, 
carves out real estate 
in the prospect’s 
brain, and influences 
buying decisions.” 
Gal Borenstein, Digital Branding 

and Strategic Marketing Expert

Advertising
According to Nick White (President of Marketing 

Epic), “a strong advertisement is one that is written 

and designed to emotionally connect with its target 

audience.” When the consumer recognizes a need 

for something, they might feel a sense of urgency to 

purchase the service or product. However, with an 

abundance of advertising in the 21st-century, it has 

become even more difficult to grab a consumer’s 

attention. Only 8% of people pay attention to online 

ads, 16% for radio ads, 14% for billboards, and 5% for 

in-app ads (Wenlei Ma).

Coachella Music Festival Wristbands
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There are many elements of an effective 

advertisement. One strong advertising technique 

is using a “compelling hi-res [visual]” (White) 

that complements the headline, body copy, and 

overarching message. In addition, a strong headline 

can grab a viewer’s attention quickly. According 

to Robert Hof (a writer for Forbes), “it now takes 

people on average about eight or nine seconds 

to find the result they want.” White states that a 

headline “should be attention-grabbing but should 

also encompass the overall message in a short 

sentence.” If the viewer is pulled-in by the headline, 

the next strongest element should be the copy. The 

copy should contribute to the overall message while 

being compelling through “creative, concise and 

easy to read” wording (White). The presence of a 

call to action is yet another essential piece, which 

can be defined as something that gives the viewer 

an incentive to contact or find out more information 

(White). The call to action can include a website 

address, phone number, social media usernames, 

and/or hashtag. 

Targeted online advertising is affective because 

it “enables websites to increase their advertising 

revenues by selectively displaying advertisements 

according to users’ browsing behavior, socio-

demographics, and interests” (Schumann et al). 

However, about 60% of U.S. adults dislike behavioral 

“A strong 
advertisement is 
one that is written 
and designed to 
emotionally connect 
with its target 
audience.” 
Gal Borenstein, Digital Branding 

and Strategic Marketing Expert

“Digital revenues now 
account for more than 
half (54%) of the global 
recorded music market.” 
IFPI

targeting from their past searches because of the 

invasion of privacy (Schumann et al). Individuals will 

only interact with social exchanges online if “their 

expected rewards outweigh, or at least compensate 

for, the costs of participating” (Schumann et al).

According to Gensler, the top platforms for online 

presence are social media platforms. Facebook 

specifically is considered the top platform with 80% 

of internet users and the “sweet spot for arts buyers 

(middle age, college educated, and female).” Twitter, 

Instagram, and Pinterest are the next tier platforms 

for arts organizations, with 30-40% of internet 

users. If the organization has strong visuals in the 

brand and/or a younger target audience, Instagram 

should be heavily utilized. According to a 2017 

study by IFPI, “digital revenues now account for 

more than half (54%) of the global recorded music 

market” with physical revenues showing a 5.4% 

decrease. The presence of online users opens an 

opportunity to reach music listeners on streaming 

sites, such as Spotify, Pandora, and SoundCloud. 

The use of print advertising has many advantages 

over digital. According to Newtek (a Forbes 

magazine contributor), “print still maintains its 

stance as a powerful and necessary component 

of an ad campaign.” The tangibility of print allows 

an advertisement to stay present for an extended 

amount of time beyond the initial viewing. Print is 

also credible, as it does not pose the same threats 

that digital does, which include spam, viruses, 

and an overwhelming amount of web banner ads. 

Placing print ads in speciality publications, like 

arts magazines or concert programs, can reach a 

niche audience. More so, businesses shifting to the 

internet as their main advertising space can be used 

as a marketing advantage. “The publications are less 

crowded, allowing more room for your ad to shine, 

and possibly even cheaper prices for that ad space” 

(Newtek).  

Common themes in popular music festival 

advertising display the lifestyle of the event and 

show off the brand. For instance, the 2018 Firefly 

Music Festival Commercial includes short clips of 

festival goers, listings of the 2018 lineup, and quick 

paced animation style that show off the brand’s 

color palette, design elements, and typography 

(ispot.tv). However, classical music festivals and 

symphonies often use promotional posters in place 

of advertisements to promote their concert season. 

For instance, an ad for the London Symphony 

Orchestra includes a posed image of the musicians, 

guest artist, and conductor with the symphony 

logo, concert date, and sponsors. Although the 

brand identity is incorporated, the visual lacks the 

appropriate strategy for the target market. 

Chart B: 2017-18 Popular Music Festivals

25Research Results
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Design Considerations
Color Palette
Consistent use of a color palette in product 

advertising and packing is an essential aspect of 

a strong brand.  To further the point, the color 

psychology and symbolic alignment between the 

brand and color standards are significant to the 

brand identity. In a color and sound association 

study with Margiori Tsiounta, Michael Staniland, and 

Marianne Patera, subjects listened to 20 different 

music genres and were  given a palette of 36 colors 

to see if there was a correlation between “non-

synaesthetic people in their individual colour-music 

associations.” The study resulted in the subjects 

correlating several colors and emotions with each 

other, including “Black or Yellow for disliked or 

annoying pieces, Black for boring ones, Purple, 

Red or Pink for favoured or pleasant ones, Pink for 

passionate ones, Orange for amusing ones, Green 

for calming ones and White for preferred music 

genres” (Tsiounta et al). When the subjects listened 

to classical music by Amadeus Mozart, 28% of 

them associated the music with the color yellow. 

Although this study reflects how individuals might 

view Classical music from the classical music period 

(1750-1820), it fails to recognize the various genres 

within orchestral music. However, “the findings 

suggest that people make use of their feelings, 

memory and imagination in order to accomplish 

colour-music associations” (Tsiounta et al). In 

addition to music association, color psychology has 

been used in design to evoke certain emotions in 

consumers. According to Cameron Chapman (writer 

for Smashing Magazine), warm colors in design are 

Amusing

Calm

Preferred Passionate

Pleasant Dislike

used to “reflect passion, happiness, enthusiasm, 

and energy,” whereas cool colors, such as green, 

blue, and purple, “are the colors of night, of water, 

of nature, and are usually calming, relaxing, and 

somewhat reserved.” 

Color palettes of popular U.S. music festivals are 

typically saturated but and range from two to five 

color for the entire brand (Dubois). However, the 

colors vary between each festival and do not show 

a consistent pattern aside from a minimum one one 

bold accent color.  

Typography
According to Sarah Hyndman, “brand logos 

can often be recognized from the type alone” 

(Hyndman, 16). When a logo becomes familiar to the 

consumer, the word itself no longer has to be read 

for the consumer to know what it says, because 

they are able to recognize it by its shape alone  (16). 

In addition, “fonts give words a backstory and a 

personality” (44) and can, therefore, establish the 

brands attitude and meaning. 

1950s Modernism shifted away from the 

ornamentation and Serif typefaces of the early 

1900s and instead focused on simple concepts with 

grid structures and Sans Serif typefaces (Hyndman, 

52). According to Hyndman, “unnecessary details 

were removed and style was led by function” (52) 

in the modern typefaces. The concept parallelism 

between the Minimalist music movement and 

Modern design in the mid-twentieth century 

provides an opportunity to create a logo that 

incorporates modern typography.  According to 

Hyndman, a Type Tasting survey asked “participants 

to compare four typefaces to music” (62). As they 

read, participants imagined that the letter shapes 

were creating notes and chords with musical 

rhythm and energy. The study showed that “62% 

of the 615 participants” (62) chose the sans serif 

typeface, Futura, as the easiest to play and the 

serif typeface, Bodoni, as the most difficult (See 

image above). The use of a sans-serif typeface for a 

contemporary classical music festival is appropriate 

for music can be easily appreciated by music 

appreciates who might not be classically-trained 

professionals. San Serif fonts’ lack of ornamentation 

presents a casual attitude that lacks the 

sophistication typically associated with traditional 

Color & Sound Association Study by Margiori Tsiounta, 

Michael Staniland, and Marianne Patera

Dubois, Keir. “Music Festival Brands.” Tight Ship Design. 

Sarah Hyndman, Why Fonts Matter (62)
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classical music.

Logo Design
In addition to typography, the attitude and tone 

of the brand’s logo strengthens the brand identity. 

A design element that is appropriate to consider 

for a music festival is the presence of movement. 

According to Richard Poulin, movement in visual 

art refers to the combination of “basic elements 

of visual communications, such as line, shape, 

form, and texture to produce the look and feel of 

motion” (Poulin, 93). Additionally, movement in 

a visual representation “forces our eyes to move 

constantly” and allows the graphic designer to 

“guide the eye of the viewer through and around 

any visual message” (93). The use of repetition and 

rhythm can contribute to a sense of movement as 

well. Poulin defines visual rhythm as a word “most 

often thought of in terms of sound and music” 

(97). The sound and silence in musical rhythm can 

be “replaced with form and space” (99) in visual 

design through active and passive, or primary and 

secondary, elements. Poulin recognizes three types 

of visual rhythm: 

1) regular visual rhythm, or when the “graphic 

intervals between the compositional elements 

[…] are similar in size, length, weight, or visual 

character,” 2) flowing visual rhythm, which has a 

“more organic and natural graphic form” (99), and 

3) progressive visual rhythm, which is “created with 

a sequence of compositional elements through a 

defined progression of steps” (100).

Since contemporary classical music is continually 

evolving in its musical styles, it is important to have 

a logo that can be translated over many different 

styles and can be relevant to festivals in future 

years. Therefore, the design element of abstraction 

is something that should be considered. Poulin 

defines abstraction as “a visual language that does 

not rely upon the literal nature of things” (170). 

Abstraction is created “through simplifying and 

distilling form and content” and provides the design 

challenge of creating a visual mark that “requires 

the viewer to connect immediately, intuitively, and 

emotionally” (173) with the designer’s message. 

Although abstraction does not have a defined 

meaning, it “can evoke powerful, memorable, and 

meaningful visual messages” (177). 

Based on observations, symphony orchestra brand 

identity tends to consist of a black and white 

combination mark and when color is used, it is 

typically red. This parallels with the concert hall 

setting of red curtains with the traditional formal 

attire of the musicians, such as black dresses and 

white and black tuxedos. However, observations 

of classical music festivals show a wide range of 

vibrant colors with more expressive logo symbols 

within a combination mark. The wide range of 

bright, summer colors successfully parallel with 

the symphony orchestras’ summer festival season. 

Both symphony orchestras or classical festivals 

tend to use a logotype or combination mark in their 

branding, and rarely use an isolated logo symbol.

According to Keir Dubois, imagery used in popular 

music festival posters and branding often include 

“compelling images of wild light shows or verdant rural 

hillsides topped off with monochrome festival identity.”

Abstraction is created 
“through simplifying 
and distilling form 
and content” and 
provides the design 
challenge of creating 
a visual mark that 
“requires the viewer to 
connect immediately, 
intuitively, and 
emotionally” with the 
designer’s message.
Richard Poulin

Symphony Orchestra Logos

Classical Music Festivals Logos

LSO 2017-18 Season Poster
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STRATEGY STATEMENT

Neo Music Festival offers a cultural 

experience in a casual, outdoor environment. 

The affordable cost makes it available to 

all culture seekers, music lovers, and festival goers 

who are interested in new art forms. Although many 

classical music festivals seek attendees who already 

have expertise within the classical arts, Neo festival 

reaches out to average music listeners who are 

interested in new experiences.

ACTIONS TAKEN
Naming
A festival’s name is significant because it represents 

the overall identity of the brand. In addition, a 

strong name is usually easy to remember and 

connects the the brand’s themes. For a music 

festival, the name has to be adaptable to annual 

reoccurrences following the initial event. With 

this in mind, the name Neo was chosen for this 

contemporary classical music festival. Neo derives 

from the Greek word neos and is defines as “a 

combining form meaning new, recent, revived, used 

in the formation of compound words” (dictionary.

com). The festival name not only relates to new 

music, but has been used as a prefix in terms for 

revival genres of orchestral music, such as neo-

romanticism or neo-classicism. Therefore, the name 

‘Neo’ serves as an adaptable term to describe the 

revivals of older musical styles and development of 

new ones.

+ +

Music Staff Sound Resonance

Combination Logo Mark

Musical Flow

PMS:  1925 C

HEX: #ed185f

CMYK: 0, 99, 46, 0

RGB: 237, 24, 95

80% 80%40% 40%20% 20%

PMS:  2768 C

HEX: #06004b

CMYK: 100, 98, 1, 60

RGB: 237, 24, 95

---

HEX: #ffffff

CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 0

RGB: 255, 255, 255

Brand Identity
A combination logo mark was created for Neo, 

which aligns with the use of combination marks in 

classical music festival branding. The abstract logo 

symbol was influenced by the letterforms in Neo as 

well as music associations, such as the consistent 

line weights of music staff paper, icons often used 

for sound resonance, musical flow. The combination 

mark also prevents the abstract mark from being 

illegible. The thick, sans-serif typeface, Gotham 

Ultra, was chosen for the logotype due to its strong 

legibility and complementary nature to the the 

consistent stroke weights of the logo symbol. 

The primary color palette includes fuchsia, navy, 

and white. Fuchsia was chosen because of its 

psychological association with passion, which is the 

emotion that this festival aims to evoke from the 

target market. Fuchsia also serves as an alternative 

to the frequent use of red in symphony orchestra 

branding. Rather than selecting an entirely different 

hue, fuchsia maintains the warm, strong nature 

of red but has more friendly, casual, and positive 

associations. Similarly, the color navy was chosen 

as a softer alternative to the dominant use of black 

in symphony festival branding. Both fuchsia and 

navy also reference the colors of grapes and wine, 

which is appropriate for the 2019 festival sponsored 

by Robert Sinskey Vineyards. The color white was 

selected due to its association with preferred music 

genres (Tsiounta et al) and provides a neutral 

contrast to pink and navy. The use of white also 

provides negative space that can reflect the open 

space of an outdoor festival. The secondary colors, 

which include lighter values of navy and fuchsia, 

maintain the primary color palette while creating 

depth and subtle versatility within the brand.

Pattern
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Location & Date
Levitt Pavilion Pasadena was chosen as the concert 

venue due to its prime location and appropriate 

layout. The live music venue is located in Pasadena, 

California 20 minutes from downtown Los Angeles, 

California, so it is a convenient destination for 

wine drinkers, culture seekers, music lovers, and 

festival goers. The outdoor amphitheater provides 

an intimate venue with well-balanced acoustics. 

Levitt Pavilion Pasadena is located within Pasadena 

Memorial Park, so there is ample space for vendors 

and open lawn seating. Indoor space for VIP 

experience and panel discussions is available for 

rental at Grace Pasadena Church, which is located 

on the outer edge of Pasadena Memorial Park. The 

Favicon Logo Symbol

Levitt Pavilion Pasadena

Typography

It is important that the type family for Neo 

maintains the friendly and casual outdoor feel 

of the festival while complementing the style of 

abstract logosymbol. Therefore, the sans-serif family 

Gotham was chosen for its appropriate style, strong 

legibility, and wide selection of stroke weights that 

can be used for various type treatments throughout 

the branding. 

A pattern was created for the brand that mimics the 

abstract logo symbol by maintaining a mono weight 

in both the circular stroke and negative space. The 

pattern is used throughout the collateral material 

and creates a rhythm and motion that reflects the 

contemporary classical pieces performed at the festival. 

It also creates a ring shape to mimic a wine glass stain. 

park allows a comfortable area for a stage with 

lawn seating, a wine tent, a merchandise tent, two 

restroom locations, two entrances with box offices, 

food vendors, and artist vendors. An illustrated map 

was created to represent the layout of the festival 

(see map below).

The date of the festival, August 16-18, was chosen 

because it falls within the classical music festival 

season (June-early September) and the popular 

and rock music festival season (March-early 

November). Music festivals typically occur between 

one to three weekends, so one weekend was chosen 

for the festival’s first opening.
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Collateral & Promotional
The Neo brand was extended into collateral material 

that can be sold online or in the merchandise tent at 

the festival. A t-shirt was designed that incorporates 

the brand pattern, a list of the 2019 festival’s 

composers and performers, and a pocket design of 

the brand’s logo. The fuchsia design on navy shirts 

remains consistent with the brand identity. 

Stickers were created with similar usage of the 

design elements so that the brand can extend past 

the event when the stickers are placed on festival 

goers’ personal items. A coaster and water bottle 

design further extends the brand while serving a 

practical purpose.
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Posters
A poster series was designed to highlight the 

composers and performers at the 2019 festival. 

The colors maintain the brand’s fuchsia on navy 

background with added texture and subtle 

gradients to provide more depth and interest 

for the poster’s large viewing size. The emphasis 

on specific individuals and groups, as opposed 

to the festival as a whole, strives to promote the 

undervalued contemporary classical artists and 

familiarize the target market with their faces.

Vinyl Records
A series of vinyl records similarly highlights the 

individuals and groups at the festival. A vinyl record 

as a takeaway music item serves to appeal to the 

popularity of vinyl amongst Millenials and their 

increased sales by 19.2%  in 2018 (Silva). Marsha 

Silva (writer for Digital Music News) states that 

“while streaming introduces lots of newfound 

conveniences […] music fans seem to be missing 

that tangible product.” Interviewee A similarly 

describes their admiration for tangible music items 

that digital music streaming lacks. 
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User Experience Design
In order to enhance the experience of festival 

attendees, a geo filter was designed in order to 

enhance attendees social media experience and 

advertise the brand during and after the event. The 

brand’s pattern was utilized to create motion and 

repetition that reflect the upbeat culture of the 

festival and pulsing music. 

Tickets were designed in the form of comfortable 

wristbands. The use of fabric and incorporation of 

brand elements reflects the high quality of the event 

and the cohesiveness of the brand. 

A stage design was created that incorporates the 

rhythmic brand pattern to show visual movement 

next to the musical output of the onstage 

performers. The festival’s name is large and legible 

so that it can be recognized from passing vehicles 

and locals in the area. 

39Actions Taken
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Web & Social Media
A responsive website and social media pages 

were created to inform the target market about 

the festival while introducing the brand elements, 

such as typography, color palette, and desaturated 

photography. The responsive website includes an 

intuitive user interface, such as the sticky navigation 

with artists, experience, and live stream tabs and 

a clear button for ticket purchases. Although the 

website has multiple tabs, the home page serves 

as a overview of the festival’s information for first 

time viewers. The purpose of overlaying images and 

color blocks is to create a visual rhythm that reflects 

musical movement.

41Actions Taken
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Advertising
A print and web advertising campaign were 

made to reach out to the target market—culture 

seekers, music lovers, and festival goers. The 

complementary consumer market of wine lovers 

provided an opportunity to create a message that 

emphasizes music and wine in a unified experience. 

Therefore, double entendre headlines were written 

that give the consumer an action paired with 

a music and wine entendre. These ads feature 

images of couples and groups of friends at an 

outdoor festival that allow the reader to imagine 

themselves within the space. The natural lighting 

provide an uplifting feel while the brand colors and 

typography are utilized in the headline and body 

copy. Four single-page print ads were created for 

use in arts related magazines and journals, web 

banners for target online advertising, and social 

media ads for platforms that the target market 

most frequently uses.
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ENJOY TASTEFUL SOUNDS

EMBRACE 
NEW BLENDS

ENJOY TASTEFUL SOUNDS
neomusicfestival.org

Instagram Ad

Pinterest Ad

Spotify Ad
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Web Banners

Facebook Ad

BREATHE IN VIBRANT NOTES

AUGUST 16-18 • LEVITT PAVILION PASADENA
neomusicfestival.org

BREATHE IN VIBRANT NOTES

TASTE FRESH HARMONIES neomusicfestival.org

AUGUST 16-18, 2019 • LEVITT PAVILION PASADENA

ENJOY
TASTEFUL
SOUNDS

neomusicfestival.org
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CONCLUSION

While creating the marketing and 

branding for Neo, I learned an 

extensive amount about classical and 

popular music as well as the necessary steps to 

produce a music festival. Through my research 

into marketing and branding, I recognized missed 

marketing opportunities of orchestral music 

groups and was able to incorporate advertising 

and marketing techniques into my project to fill 

these gaps. Although I began this project knowing 

little about the overlaps between the popular 

and classical music worlds, I have expanded 

my knowledge to understand the historical and 

current collaborations of these two cultures.
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APPENDIX A

The following questions were discussed in interviews with one music theorist and university professor (Interview 

A) and one composer and university professor of popular and classical music (Interview B).

1) Have you seen any overlaps in the classical and popular music styles?

2) Have you seen any overlaps in the classical and popular music cultures?

3) Where do you see classical music going in the future?

4) In your opinion, what positive and negative influences has technology had on the music industry?

5) How can classical music venues be improved?

APPENDIX B

The following 9 questions were given to potential consumers in a survey conducted through Google Forms.

1) Please select your gender:

2) Please select your age:

Male
Female
Other

1

17 or younger
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64

2

3) Do you enjoy attending live music venues? (The 

term ‘live music venue’ can apply to all types of live 

music, such as pop concerts, acoustic coffee shop, 

symphony concerts, etc.)

4) How often do you attend live music venues?

Absolutely
Sometimes
Not really

3

4 Very Often (every week)
Somewhat often (maybe twice 
a month) 

Occasionally (every few months)
Sometimes (once or twice a year)
Rarely

5) Which concert location do you prefer? 

6) Select the things you look for in a concert venue:

7) Do you listen to classical music? (In this question, 

’Classical’ refers to all orchestral music.)

8) How often do you listen to classical music live? 

(Symphony hall, ballet, opera, etc.)

6 Drinks

Food

Amazing acoustics

Incredible musicians/ singers

Casual environment

Sophisticated environment

A comfy seat

0 20 40 60 80 100

Production

9 Boring

Beautiful

Background

Inspiring

Annoying

Relaxing

Calming

0 20 40 60 80

Tells a story

9) Which word best describes classical music?

8 Often
Occasionally
Never

7 Often
Occasionally
Never

5 Outside (assuming 
the weather is nice!)

Inside
Either One
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